

The Man I Used to Be			
The Man I Used to Be is about one person’s secret past resurfacing and how it affects their life and the lives of the people close to them.  The game requires a minimum of three players: one GM, one player that possesses the secret identity (known as the protagonist) and one associate.  
Getting Started
The game centers on the secret backstory of the protagonist.  All other characters are known as associates and their lives and skills are directly influenced both by the background the protagonist chooses and the class they choose for themselves.  Each protagonist background and associate class produces their own unique combination of powers for the associates.
It should be noted that while the protagonist’s background dictates a great deal about the game, they are no more important than associate characters.  While the protagonist will start out early with potentially more powerful skills, the associates are allowed to have more flexibility and received a wider variety of skills to explore.        
Starting the Game
The protagonist chooses from a list of secret identities that they keep secret from the other players.  They reveal their choice only to the GM who will use the background to influence the events of the story.  The associate players know that the other player is the protagonist.  The associates choose their characters from a list of premade classes.   When the game starts, both the protagonist and the associates have a list of skills available to them.  After the moment in the game when the protagonist’s background is revealed (known as The Reveal), new skills open up for all players based on the combination of background and associate classes picked.  
All players should work out how they know each other or at least how they each know the protagonist.   Once this is established, it’s up to the DM to set the stage.  The main conflict should be directly tied into the character with the secret identities background.  There should also be some lead up time before the character’s background is revealed either by force or voluntarily.  Time before The Reveal will give PCs a chance to explore their starting abilities and they can enjoy the change and contrast after they gain their secret abilities.   All players can choose how they will deal with the past catching up to them.  Will they work together to defeat the shady characters or will they find a way to run and hide for good? 
Below is a list of the pre-generated backgrounds.  Each background contains a list of powers the protagonist possesses before the reveal and what the protagonist and associates gain after the reveal.  
A note on the powers the secret identity character possesses before the reveal:  how these powers are triggered is up to the protagonist.  If they are playing a character who knows about their past identity, then they know of their powers but deploy them in a secret way.  If their character is unaware of their origins, then they should role play triggering their powers based on certain conditions such as stress or fear.  They then can replicate the effect once they recognize the pattern.  
Skills are open to interpretation by the players and GM.  Creative roleplaying should be allowed within reason.    The protagonist is allowed to choose two skills before the reveal and two more after the reveal.  Each background also lists a set of skills they give the associates based on the tags in the associate characters description.  For example the background Werewolf gives anyone with the inheritance tag the skill of lycanthropy. 


Backgrounds:
Alien – skills before the reveal: camouflage, hyper agility, super strength, heat vision.  After the reveal: Gains: mind control, flight, acidic saliva, flight.   Gives: inheritance – artifact, special power –telekinesis, insight: anatomy, passion: the beyond 
Spy – skills before the reveal: disguise, stealth, spy gadgets, money, languages, dance, driving.  After the reveal: Gains: marksmanship, martial arts, spy vehicles, connections, passport.   Gives: inheritance – one spy gadget of your devising (within reason), special power-body guard from the spy agency, insight: detect lies, passion: espionage 
Mutant – skills before the reveal: invisibility, telepathy, fast healing, super speed, super strength.  After the reveal Gains: flight, eye beams, ice breath, teleportation, weather control, magnetism.  Gives: inheritance – unstable, insight – mutant killing, special power – radiation control (such as producing light, heat, the power to cause cancer), insight: genetics, passion: mutant rights. 
Cult leader – skills before the reveal: persuasion, sexiness, knowledge of religion, history, ancient artifacts, politics.     After the reveal: Gains: hypnosis, fear, deadly words, instill blind faith.  Gives: inheritance – robes of power, special power – hypnosis, insight – power of religion, passion: conversion. 
Practitioner of magic – skills before the reveal: familiar, sleep, project noise, minor illusions.  After the reveal Gains: elemental magic, summon creature, invisibility, killing sound.  Gives: inheritance: magic, special power:  null magic field, insight: the beyond; passion – power or balance. 
Hitman – skills before the reveal: mysteriously good with a knife, knowledge of obscure torture, calming presence, political and geographic knowledge.  After the reveal - pressure points, garrote, silent footing, guns.  Gives: inheritance: catlike reflexes, special power: paranoia, insight: the underworld, passion: killing for money.  
Robot – skills before the reveal: mental calculator, feel no pain, feel no fear, know it all, super strong.  After the reveal – nearly unkillable, laser eyes, malleable body, computer interface.  Gives: inheritance: cyborg, special power: nanobots, insight: computer hacking, passion: robotics.
Werewolf - before the reveal: heightened senses, intimidating presence, night strength, pheromones.  Gains: change at will, damage reduction, hunter’s lust,   Gives: Inheritance – lycanthropy; special power – communicate with canines; insight- knowledge of the paranormal; passion – finding the cure. 

After the reveal, the associates and protagonist should work out way to role play out the new skill developed through the tags. 
Secondary Roles: 
Spouse – Starting skills: innocence, soothing words, insightfulness, luck.  Tags: special power, insight.
Child – Starting skills: innocence, youthful vigor, the internet, stealth, luck.  Tags: inheritance, passion
Coworker – starting skills: gather information, likeable, athletics, computer use. Tags: special power, passion 
Police officer – starting skills: gun use, hand to hand combat, backup, police gear.  Tags: passion, insight. 
Rival – starting skills: investigation, stealth, camera use, persuasion.  Tags:  insight, inheritance. 

